Traditionally at our Democratic conventions
the keynote speaker is supposed to
energize the delegates to get out there and
win. Sometimes our efforts turn out to be a
Tsunami, and most often like in Pender, it’s
a blue trickle.
But today, I’d like to talk about another
BLUE WAVE. This wave can be found NOW
in California…south of LA to the Baja
Peninsula. Its an evening blue wave of bioluminescence crashing on the shores caused by
plankton. These beautiful blue neon waves in the ocean water, began this March and can still
be seen tonight, with thousands of tourist OHS and AHS while risking so much just to be there
to see this natural event.
Risking you ask?
Yes. Remember that California is a in a lock down. You often have to mix with partiers in no
masks. It is dangerous. Police are there to hold down the party and keep order. You could be
arrested.
Parking is also an issue since lots are closed and the beach is shut down. Traffic is a mess.
Finally, there is the smell, created from the plankton, sun and low tide, which can be very
odorous. The sulfurous smell has been noted the whole way up to San Diego.
Why take all those risks to see a blue wave.
Because it is Rare. It lifts our spirits. It is Mother Nature at its best!
TO create our 2020 blue wave……we must take risks or we will not see it.
We cannot create a fantasy world and hope it will happen. Speak platitudes and then sit on
our couches.
That is what our current President does as he moves in his fantasy world of unrealistic
expectations, manipulations and an astounding blizzard of lies.
Let’s deal with reality, Democrats.
Are you better off than you were 4 years ago?
You know it’s time to change the channel.
James Carville has told us,” You have to have sharp elbows if you want to change something”

I want to see that beautiful neon blue wave …….But we must take risks because this is the
extraordinary election of our lifetime.
Here are the facts
The last presidential election was lost by 206,000 votes.
The Supreme Court is at Stake
Racism is rampant.
Justice and rule of law is being trampled.
The Sierra Club says we have 10 years to make a change in climate that will matter.
Redistricting in NC will take place next year. Gerrymandering must be fixed.
NC is a swing state.
We have only 171 Days left til the election
IT TIME to put on our sharp elbows and start taking risks.
Like in California, we cannot stay idle at home or watch from the pier as the days go by. We
must PHONE KNOCK. Talk to our democrats, neighbors, unaffiliated, and youth.
Pick a candidate and offer to help them. Call, call, text, cal . Help folks get an absentee ballot.
Like in California, if you can’t find parking…..well maybe you might have to pay for it. As a
candidate, I am trying to get creative digitally and through media. I’m finding new avenues to
get out my message. Some strategies Pender has never seen before. It takes money. Donate
and encourage others to do the same as it will take us twice as much money to run our
campaigns this election. We need donations now- not in September
Finally, how do we deal with the Smell? Truth must be told, I fear it will be a very smelly
election. Lies everywhere. This is where our sharp elbows will come in handy. Speak up.
Speak Truth.
Take Risks. Be Passionate and persistent. Do not Yield.
171 Days til the election.
What have we got to lose?
What have you got to lose?
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